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THE VISION & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

THE VISION
Canada is home to a competitive, sustainable and responsible 

minerals industry that benefits all Canadians. 

The country is a global leader in mining-related science, 

technology, social and environmental practices with a clear and 

predictable regulatory environment, innovative clean technology 

solutions, and best management practices. 

It boasts a skilled and diverse workforce, an attractive investment 

climate, partnerships with Indigenous Peoples, and strong 

relations with communities.

THE VISION & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
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2018: $105 billion, 

19% of Canada’s 

domestic exports

60+ Minerals and 

Metals Produced

2018: $97 billion, 

5% of GDP

2018: 626,000 jobs 

in urban, rural and 

remote regions

STRATEGIC OVERVIEW

MINING DELIVERS THE INPUTS THAT 

POWER OUR ECONOMY

Mining is a truly pan-Canadian industry, with a range of related activities taking 

place in rural areas and urban centres alike
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THE CONVERSATION

FINAL ANALYTICS
SPRING AND FALL ENGAGEMENT
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CMMP Pan-Canadian Signature Initiatives

Economic Development and Competitiveness

Develop a collaborative, pan-Canadian geoscience strategy

that leverages next generation technology and big data to
exploit global economic opportunities

Advancing the Participation of Indigenous Peoples

Co-host three to four conferences (in various regions) in

partnership with Indigenous business leaders on Indigenous

procurement. A compendium of best practices would be

released.

The Environment

Re-imagine the National Orphaned /Abandoned Mines

Initiative to focus on remediating legacy mines, improving

assurances at new mines, adapting to climate change, and

enabling innovative practices and technologies.

Science, Technology and Innovation

Innovation ecosystem programming, including the launch of a series of

innovation prize challenges, to advance Canadian technology and take

advantage of global opportunities in: Water treatment; Mining value from

waste; Tailings; and, Indigenous knowledge

Communities

Develop and deliver a “Humans of Mining” campaign as an educational

tool to highlight the career opportunities and positive impacts that people

can make through mining.

Global Leadership

Establish a Canada Brand for Mining with:

• flexibility to present it to different audiences (domestic and international)

• clear guidance for stakeholders to apply it

• strategies to leverage it at global trade and investment events
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Canada’s business and innovation environment for the minerals sector is the 

world’s most competitive and most attractive for investment

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND COMPETITIVENESS 

VISION

HIGHLIGHTS OF INDIVIDUAL OR JOINT ACTIONS

EXISTING
Infrastructure: Northern development through 

Look North campaign (Man.)

Exploration: Junior Mining Assistance Program 

and Prospector Assistance Program (N.B., N.L.); 

Mining Incentive Program (N.W.T.); Targeted 

Mineral Exploration Incentive (Sask.)

Tax and Financial Incentives: Mineral exploration 

tax credit extended to five years (Can.); making 

the B.C. mineral exploration and mining flow-

through share tax credits permanent, and 

extending the New Mine Allowance (B.C.); 

Provincial METC extended to five years (Sask.)

Regulation: Increasing resources to support 

regulatory excellence (B.C.)

Exploration, Minerals Research and Innovation: 

Mineral Resources Development Fund (N.S.)

FUTURE
Regulation: Jurisdictional review and assessment on 

competitiveness (N.L.); Mineral Resources Act (N.W.T)

Tax and Financial Incentives: Review current mining 

taxation regime and fee structure, and the effectiveness of 

existing incentives and funding options (N.L.); Mining 

Incentive Program and Prospector Grubstake Program 

(N.W.T.); review mineral royalty regime and the Gypsum 

Mining Income Tax Act (N.S.)

Infrastructure: Yukon Resource Gateway Project (Y.T.); 

support for multi-user infrastructure under the Société du 

Plan Nord (Que.)

Land Access and Land Use: Advance a comprehensive 

review process that includes geoscience considerations 

(N.L.)

Geoscience: Pursue a provincial geoscience strategy (B.C.)

Develop a collaborative, pan-Canadian geoscience 

strategy that leverages next generation technology and 

big data to exploit global economic opportunities

PAN-CANADIAN INITIATIVE
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ADVANCING THE PARTICIPATION OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

Increased economic opportunities for Indigenous Peoples and supporting the 

process of reconciliation
VISION

HIGHLIGHTS OF INDIVIDUAL OR JOINT ACTIONS

EXISTING
Meaningful Engagement: Established a mining 

memorandum of understanding with First Nations (Y.T.); 

established a mining consultation table and a 

consultation matrix with the Mi’kmaq (Kwilmu’kw Maw-

klusuaqn Negotiation Office) (N.S.); New Community 

Engagement Support Program (Nun)

Local Procurement: Promoted through the 

commercialization office within the Société du Plan Nord 

(Que.); Nunavummi Nangminiqaqtunik Ikajuuti Inuit Firm 

Registry (Nun); Socio-Economic Agreements (N.W.T.); 

Northern Saskatchewan surface lease agreements 

include northern procurement provisions (Sask.)

Capacity Building: Investments in developing a First 

Nations centre of excellence in mining (Can.); support 

the development of regional Indigenous mineral 

development strategies (N.W.T.); Work Readiness 

Training Program (Nun)

FUTURE
Meaningful Engagement: Regional land use 

planning processes (Y.T.); policy to clarify the roles 

and responsibilities of stakeholders during 

consultation (Que.); establish a mineral development 

protocol with industry and First Nations communities 

(Man.); a proponents’ guide to engagement and 

consultation with First Nations (N.B.)

Local Procurement: A First Nations procurement 

policy (Y.T.); exploring opportunities for equity 

ownership related to major projects (B.C.)

Capacity Building: Capacity and readiness training, 

including land claim management, integration into the 

mining workforce and mining certification programs 

(N.L., Que., B.C., N.W.T., Can.)

Co-host three to four conferences (in various 

regions) in partnership with Indigenous business 

leaders on Indigenous procurement. A compendium of 

best practices would be released.

PAN-CANADIAN INITIATIVE
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THE ENVIRONMENT

The protection of Canada’s natural environment underpins a responsible, competitive industry. Canada is a leader 

in building public trust, developing tomorrow’s low-footprint mines and managing the legacy of past activities
VISION

HIGHLIGHTS OF INDIVIDUAL OR JOINT ACTIONS

EXISTING

Reclaiming Mine Sites: Assessment 

and reclamation of mines (Y.T., N.W.T., 

Nun., B.C., Man., N.L., N.S., Ont., 

Que., Sask.); address abandoned 

mines on Crown land (B.C.); 

agreements to clean up abandoned 

sites in Northern Quebec (Que.).

Circular Economy: Mining value from 

waste pilot project (Can.)

FUTURE

Climate Change Adaptation: Climate change, 

energy and green economy strategy (Y.T.)

Alternate and Renewable Energy: Research on 

small modular reactors (N.B.)

Re-imagine the National Orphaned /Abandoned 

Mines Initiative to focus on remediating legacy mines, 

improving assurances at new mines, adapting to 

climate change, and enabling innovative practices and 

technologies.

PAN-CANADIAN INITIATIVE
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND INNOVATION

A modern and innovative industry supported by world-leading science and 

technology—across all phases of the mineral development cycle
VISION

HIGHLIGHTS OF INDIVIDUAL OR JOINT ACTIONS

EXISTING
Innovation Ecosystem: Centre for 

Northern Innovation in Mining (Y.T.); 

joint academic/industry research for 

innovation for sustainable mineral 

development (Que.); $10 million Crush 

It! Challenge (Can.)

FUTURE
Innovation Ecosystem: A mining innovation 

roadmap (B.C.); grants for R&D projects on 

technology, communities and the environment 

through the Programme d’appui à la recherche et à 

l’innovation du domaine minier (Que.); a N.W.T. 

knowledge agenda (N.W.T.)

Next Generation Geoscience: A technical working 

group focused on advancing geoscience technology 

and innovation and a hyperspectral scanning program 

between College of the North Atlantic, Memorial 

University, Government of N.L. and industry (N.L.)

Innovation ecosystem programming, including the launch of a 

series of innovation prize challenges, to advance Canadian 

technology and take advantage of global opportunities in:

• Water treatment

• Mining value from waste

• Tailings 

• Indigenous knowledge

PAN-CANADIAN INITIATIVE
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COMMUNITIES 

Communities welcome sustainable mineral development activities for the 

benefits they deliver 
VISION

HIGHLIGHTS OF INDIVIDUAL OR JOINT ACTIONS

EXISTING

Human Resources: Support for Yukon women 

in mining (Y.T., Sask.); customized mining 

training programs at N.B. Community College 

(N.B.); gender equity in mining workshops 

through Mining Industry Human Resources 

Council (Can.); Mine Training Society (N.W.T.)

Mineral Literacy: Mining hackathons with post-

secondary students from various backgrounds 

(Can.); Resources and Energy Development 

Information (N.W.T.); Introduction to Prospector 

Training course (Nun)

Community Readiness: Adoption of ministerial 

guidelines on social acceptability (Que.)

FUTURE
Human Resources: Action plan to attract and 

retain women in mining, and roadmap for 

enhanced mining sector training (B.C.); 

immigration as a means to help meet skills gap 

(N.W.T.)

Mineral Literacy: A coordinated communication 

and education strategy (B.C., N.W.T.); post-

secondary hackathons (Can.)

Community Readiness: Strategies to promote 

social acceptability (Que., N.W.T.)

Develop and deliver a “Humans of Mining” campaign 

as an educational tool to highlight the career 

opportunities and positive impacts that people can make 

through mining. 

PAN-CANADIAN INITIATIVE
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GLOBAL LEADERSHIP

A sharpened competitive edge and increased global leadership for Canada VISION

HIGHLIGHTS OF INDIVIDUAL OR JOINT ACTIONS

EXISTING
Canada Brand for Mining: BC Regional Mining Alliance to 

promote mineral exploration and mining sector (B.C.)

FDI Attraction: Invest in Canada FDI interdepartmental 

network to share information on investment targets and 

opportunities. (Can.)

Trade Promotion: CanExport Program to provide companies 

with financial support to reach international markets (Can.); 

Trade Diversification Strategy to secure more opportunities for 

Canadian exporters and investors (Can.)

Responsible Business Conduct: Coherent approach to RBC 

including a newly appointed Canadian Ombudsperson for 

Responsible Enterprise (Can.)

FUTURE
Canada Brand for Mining: A multi-stakeholder forum 

to build understanding and awareness for responsible 

market objectives (B.C.)

Responsible Business Conduct: Coordinate mine 

sector branding with low-carbon economy strategies 

(B.C.)

Trade Promotion: Strategies to enhance global 

promotion to grow investment, exploration and 

development (N.L., N.S.)

Establish a Canada Brand for Mining with: 

• flexibility to present it to different audiences (domestic 

and international) 

• clear guidance for stakeholders to apply it

• strategies to leverage it at global trade and investment 

events

PAN-CANADIAN INITIATIVE
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

2018 2019 2020

March: Launched 

Engagement 

Campaign (PDAC)

March: Launched 

the Plan (PDAC)

Engagement, and research and 

analysis to develop the Plan

July: Proposals for 

the Action Plan 
(Energy and Mines 

Ministers Conference)

2023 2026 2029

Develop and refine the first 

Action Plan

Release the first 
Action Plan 

Subsequent Action Plans will 

follow on a 3-year cycle. 
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STRATEGIC OVERVIEW

We would love to hear from you 

at MinesCanada.ca

#YourCMMP



Natural Resources Canada Online Resources



Mining Industry Human 
Resources Council

MINING ESSENTIALS:
Helping companies and 

communities meet 
employment needs

ABOUT THE MINING INDUSTRY HUMAN RESOURCES COUNCIL The Mining Industry Human Resources Council (MiHR) is 
the national human resource and labour market council for Canada’s minerals and metals sector. It is the catalyst that 
leads collaboration among industry stakeholders to understand labour market trends, identify opportunities and develop 
solutions to mining’s human resource challenges. 

For more information on the Mining Essentials program and its eligibility criteria, contact MiHR at 613.270.9696 or email 

us at miningessentials@mihr.ca 
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Thank you
Merci

Kitchi-miigwetch
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